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Abstract: We propose a novel phase-preserving multilevel amplitude regenerator scheme by 
cascading two nonlinear-optical loop mirrors (NOLMs) with an intermediate optical phase 
conjugator (OPC) stage. Joint parameter optimization of the two NOLM units has been 
carried out to cancel the introduced phase distortion and enable a more power-efficient 
performance. Moreover, our scheme combines the operation of the NOLM and the OPC in a 
single subsystem, enabling the compensation of both amplitude and phase distortions when 
located symmetrically in a transmission link. To this end, extensive numerical simulations 
have been performed to evaluate the regeneration performance in a transmission link 
dominated by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and Kerr-induced nonlinear 
distortions (self-phase modulation-induced phase distortion), achieving over 100% reach 
extension compared to the cases of un-regenerative, or a mid-span OPC-based transmission 
links. 

Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. 
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, 
journal citation, and DOI. 

1. Introduction 

Advanced modulation formats have found a commercial application in optical communication 
systems as they can bring significant increase of the fiber link capacity. However, at high 
constellation orders transmitted signals become more vulnerable to amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) and fiber nonlinearity induced degradations [1]. All-optical regenerators 
represent a promising technology to combat those effects directly in the optical domain, 
avoiding the use of complex and power consuming optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) 
conversions [2]. Although schemes that can even support multi-wavelength operation have 
been proposed [3–5], they mostly deal with single amplitude level formats. To meet the 
requirements of highly-spectral-efficient signals regenerators that can support multilevel 
operation in the amplitude domain are required. In recent years, fiber-based nonlinear-optical 
loop mirrors (NOLMs) have been intensively investigated as promising candidates for 
multilevel amplitude regeneration [6–9] due to their oscillatory amplitude transfer function. 
However, a challenging design issue in their development is the mitigation of the nonlinear 
phase distortion they introduce to the input signals due to the self-phase modulation (SPM) 
effects in the highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). Even for signals of pure amplitude-shift keying 
(ASK) modulation, the development of nonlinear phase distortion will degrade the 
transmission reach due to the Gordon-Mollenauer effect [10]. 

Up to date, mitigation of the nonlinear phase distortion and achievement of phase 
preserving operation in a single-NOLM based regenerator has been achieved through the 
design of a highly asymmetric interferometer scheme, enabled either with the use of a simple 
attenuator [6], or a bidirectional attenuator [7,11], or a bidirectional Erbium-doped fiber 
amplifier (Bi-EDFA) [8,12,13]. Those single-NOLM asymmetric schemes could enable the 
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interference of two highly unequal in amplitude counter-propagating waves at the output 
coupler, for regenerative amplitude response and a phase transparent operation. No matter 
where the extra loss or gain was applied in the interferometer high power signals were 
naturally expected at the input, jeopardizing the power efficiency of the scheme. Furthermore, 
stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering (SBS, SRS) effects in the HNLF constitute major 
preventing factors of multilevel amplitude response. 

In this paper we introduce a novel phase-preserving setup by cascading two NOLMs with 
an intermediate optical phase conjugator (OPC) to enable power-efficient multilevel 
amplitude regeneration. The NOLM units have been jointly optimized to enable operation at 
significantly lower input power levels compared to a single-NOLM scheme. At the same 
time, the use of the mid-span OPC cancels their introduced nonlinear phase distortion. 
Extensive optimization of the various subsystem parameters has been performed to maximize 
overall performance. Moreover, we have investigated the operation of our proposed scheme 
as a mid-span element in the transmission link, demonstrating over 100% reach extension 
compared to the un-regenerative case or the use of a mid-span OPC only in the link. The rest 
of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the theoretical model of the 
proposed Conj-NOLM regenerator and perform the joint optimization of its parameters; in 
Section 3 we investigate the phase and amplitude response and perform comparison with the 
traditional single-NOLM scheme; in Section 4 we investigate the regenerative performance in 
cascaded transmission for 16-level quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) signals; and 
finally, in Section 5, we draw the conclusions of our study. 

2. Theoretical model 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed Conj-NOLM regenerator subsystem. 

The proposed conjugate NOLM (Conj-NOLM) regenerator comprising two NOLM units 
connected by an intermediate OPC stage, is depicted in Fig. 1. For the modelling of the 
subsystem only the forward propagating light was taken into account ignoring any other 
backward light reflection. An input signal E1, centered at λs, entered the first NOLM and was 
split into two counter-propagating waves, which acquired a nonlinear phase difference due to 
the high asymmetry of the interferometer. The resulted wave E2, at the output of the 1st-
NOLM, i.e. monitoring point-2, can be written as [14]: 

 ( ) ( )2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1= exp expE C i i Eβ β θ β β θ −   (1) 

where the loss factor is ( )1 1 1= exp / 2C Lα− , and the nonlinear phase factor is 1 1 1 1= PLθ γ ; α1, 

L1 and γ1 are respectively the fiber loss, length and nonlinear coefficient of the highly 

nonlinear fiber (HNLF-1) in the NOLM-1 unit; 
2

1 1=P E  is input signal power; β1 is the 

amplitude splitting ratio of the optical coupler (OC-1), and 1 11β β= − . This experimentally 

verified NOLM model [14] considered only the SPM as the major effect and ignored other 
nonlinear influences from the counter propagation of the signal waves. Equation (1) reveals 
not only the well-known oscillatory behavior in the amplitude transfer function of the NOLM, 
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but also the introduced nonlinear phase modulation, through the ( )1 1exp iβ θ  and ( )1 1exp iβ θ  

terms, which can be a source of severe signal distortion. 
Subsequently, the transmitted signal E2 was coupled into the highly nonlinear fiber 

(HNLF-2) of the OPC unit where it interacted through four-wave mixing (FWM) with a 
strong continuous-wave (CW) light at λp, creating a conjugated signal at λi, which was 
selected by an optical filter and boosted by an optical amplifier of gain G1, resulting in: 

 *
3 1 2E G Eη=  (2) 

where η is the conversion efficiency of the FWM process. The optical amplifier worked only 
as power compensator, without introducing ASE noise, which allowed us to focus only on the 
influence of the nonlinear effects. The same assumption was also considered for the mid-span 
OPC links in the study of Section 4 to enable a fair comparison. The conjugated signal was 
subsequently launched into the second NOLM unit (NOLM-2), giving at its transmission 
output: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) *
4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1exp exp exp expE C G i i i i Eη β β θ β β θ β β θ β β θ   = − − − −    (3) 

where 1 1 2 2
2 exp

2

L L
C

α α+ = − 
 

 is the loss factor; 2 2 3 2P Lθ γ=  represents the nonlinear phase 

shift; α2, L2 and γ2 are the fiber loss, length and nonlinear coefficient of the HNLF-3 in the 
NOLM-2 unit, respectively; β2 is the amplitude splitting ratio of the optical coupler (OC-3), 

and 2 21β β= − ; P3 is the optical power of the boosted idler signal (monitoring point 3) 

( ) ( )( )2
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1exp 1 2 1 1 cosP G L Pη α β β φ= − − − −   , and the phase shift is 

( )1 1 1 1 12 1 PLφ β γ= − . Equation (3) governed the total output of the proposed two-NOLM 

cascaded subsystem that is depicted in Fig. 1, including both nonlinear amplitude and phase 
responses. 

For phase-preserving operation, we must eliminate the influence of the power-dependent 
phase-shift terms on the output signal with the help of the mid-span spectral inversion. One 
thought would be to enable a power symmetry condition of 3 1P P=  within the Conj-NOLM 

subsystem, since it would lead to an output signal form of: 

 ( ) ( ) *
4 1 1 1exp 1 2 1 cosIE L G Eα η β β φ= − − −    (4) 

with no remaining power-dependent phase shift terms. However, such approach is unrealistic 
because it sets as requirement the mid-stage optical amplifier to compensate the instantaneous 
nonlinear amplitude response of the 1st NOLM unit. In other words, the amplifier gain 

( ) ( )( )2
1 11/ exp 1 2 1 1 cosG Lη α β β φ= − − − −   , would have to follow the instantaneous 

variation imposed by modulated phase 1φ , as a result of the SPM effect in the HNLF of the 

interferometer. 
A realistic solution for us was to redesign the 1st NOLM for having an almost linear 

amplitude response and to achieve compensation of its nonlinear phase shift with the help of 
the OPC and the subsequent 2nd NOLM unit. This allowed the use of an optical amplifier of 
constant-gain. The main subsystem optimization parameters were the amplitude splitting ratio 
β1 of the 1st-NOLM and the net gain ( )2

1 1 1expG Lε η α= −  defining the signal power level 

after 1st NOLM and the OPC stage, i.e. at the input of the 2nd NOLM. For simplification, the 
HNLF parameters in the two NOLM units, and the OPC were similar to those reported in the 
experiment of [14]: the nonlinear coefficient γ was 7W−1/km, the total loss was 12dB and the 
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fiber length L was 606m. The amplitude splitting ratio β2 of the 2nd-NOLM was chosen to be 
0.95, which enabled an effective amplitude noise suppression. The optimization procedure 

had the following steps: we firstly increased the input amplitude 1E  from 0 to 2.2 W , to 

support operation at the targeted number of amplitude levels, in our case three-levels 
corresponding to 16-QAM signals. Then, using (3) we calculated the phase change 

max minϕ ϕ ϕΔ = −  (in degrees) of the output signal E4, where ( )max mini i orϕ =  was the 

maximum or minimum phase achieved in the aforementioned amplitude range. Obviously, we 
had to identify the operational conditions enabling minimization of the phase change Δφ. 
Figure 2 depicts the dependence of the phase change Δφ (in degrees) to the net gain ε and the 
amplitude splitting ratio β1. For most of the input values, the calculated phase change Δφ 
could reach 360°, see the red-colored regions, as a result of the high operational powers 
required for multilevel performance. On the contrary, Δφ could be significantly reduced when 
the signal was amplified, i.e. 1ε ≥ , and the splitting ratio β1 became close to 1. The minimum 
phase change of 8.8° was achieved for 1.056ε =  and 1 0.999β = , see red point, which 

corresponded to a highly asymmetrical NOLM structure with an almost linear amplitude 
response. We also note that our design is highly sensitive to the splitting ratio β1 of the 1st 
NOLM, since small deviations from the optimum value can give rise to large residual phase 
changes at the output of the regenerator. Nevertheless, highly asymmetric couplers of 99.9:0.1 
splitting ratio across the whole C-band are commercially available [15] to support our scheme 
and they have been already used in other experimental demonstrations, such as cavity ring 
down spectroscopy [16] and optical phased arrays [17]. 

 

Fig. 2. Dependence of the phase change Δφ on the net gain ε  and the splitting ratio β1. 

3. Phase and amplitude responses 

Having optimized the structure of the Conj-NOLM scheme, we examined more thoroughly 
the phase evolution as a function of the amplitude level for the input signal at the different 
stages of the regenerator subsystem for achieving the phase-preserving operation. We also 
investigated the overall amplitude transfer function optimized for 16-QAM operation and we 
performed comparison with a traditional phase-preserving regeneration scheme [6]. 

3.1. Phase response 

Figure 3(a) depicts the phase evolution of the signals at the monitoring points (MPs) 2-4 as a 

function of the input amplitude 1E  when the input amplitude level varied from 0 to 2.2 W , 

covering the operational range of the three-level amplitude regenerator. With the increase of 
the input level, a large counter-clockwise phase rotation Δφ of up to 360° was observed at the 
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output of the 1st-NOLM, see the blue dash line. Although in a conventional NOLM 
regenerator this nonlinear phase rotation would have been highly detrimental, in our case, it 
worked only as a pre-distortion to be cancelled in the subsequent stages. Indeed, the OPC 
reversed the sign of the nonlinear phase shift (black line), whereas the 2nd-NOLM unit 
reduced the phase change to only 8.8°. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Phase evolution of the output signals from monitoring points 2-4 with the increase 
of the input amplitude 1E , and (b) minimum phase change Δφ achieved for different splitting 

ratios β in the single-NOLM asymmetric scheme. 

Subsequently, we performed comparison of our proposed Conj-NOLM scheme with the 
traditional single-NOLM asymmetric scheme [6], in terms of introduced nonlinear phase 
change Δφ on the output signals. In the single-NOLM asymmetric scheme, an extra loss 
factor required in the interferometer (e.g. through an optical attenuator) to reverse the power 
levels of two counter-propagating signals before the HNLF for minimizing the nonlinear 
phase distortion on the output signal. Thus, the residual phase change Δφ depended on this 
extra loss factor, as well as, the amplitude splitting ratio β of the optical coupler at the NOLM 
output. We used the same definition of the phase change Δφ, which represented the phase 
variation in a three-level amplitude regenerator, to compare the phase-preserving performance 
between two schemes. Figure 3(b) shows the calculated Δφ for the single-NOLM asymmetric 
scheme, as a function of the amplitude splitting ratio β. Each depicted Δφ corresponded to the 
minimum phase change identified by varying the extra loss in the branch of the NOLM. For 
comparison, we calculated also the nonlinear phase shift of the output signal when using the 
proposed Conj-NOLM scheme. The lowest Δφ was achieved for the most asymmetric 
structure, i.e. with the lowest splitting ratio. Specifically, a very low phase change, similar to 
our proposed scheme, could be theoretically obtained when the amplitude splitting ratio β was 
close to 0.05. However, this operation point required an additional loss of ~45dB in the 
branch of the single-NOLM, which would detrimentally affect the power efficiency and the 
sensitivity of the regenerator. On the contrary, no additional loss was used in the Conj-NOLM 
scheme. For a more moderate splitting ratio value of β = 0.15 and an extra loss of 20dB, 
experimentally reported in [6] we calculated for the single-NOLM scheme a residual phase 
change 55.28° (the same residual phase level can also be found in the single-NOLM scheme 
with a bidirectional EDFA [8,13]), i.e. six times larger than with our scheme. Obviously, our 
proposed Conj-NOLM regenerator demonstrates a much better phase-preserving 
performance. 

3.2. Amplitude response 

Figure 4(a) depicts the nonlinear amplitude response for the Conj-NOLM and the single-
NOLM, respectively. The figure confirms the almost linear amplitude response of the first 
NOLM due to its highly asymmetric structure, see green line. Nevertheless, the second 
NOLM could still enable an oscillatory response with three plateau regions at its output, see 
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red line. The efficiency of the achieved noise suppression depended on the amplitude splitting 
ratio β2 of the 2nd-NOLM but also required a joint optimization of the amplitude splitting ratio 
β1 and the net gain ε  as discussed in Section 2. We also plot the amplitude response of the 
single-NOLM scheme, see the blue dot-dash line in Fig. 4(a), for a splitting ratio of β = 0.15 
and an extra loss of 20dB for enabling phase preserving operation [6]. Because of this extra 
loss the operational power of each regenerative level was significantly increased. In 
particular, the third regenerative level in the single-NOLM case required 8.15dB more input 
power compared to our Conj-NOLM scheme. Accordingly, the output power of the single-
NOLM was significantly lower. Although not shown in the normalized curves of Fig. 4(a), 
we calculated 12 dB less output power for the third regenerative level in the single-NOLM 
case compared to our scheme. This power difference is expected to become even higher when 
the extra loss in the single-NOLM scheme increases to 45dB to reach the 8.8° degrees 
residual phase shift level of our regenerator. These results suggest better power operational 
characteristics for the Conj-NOLM regenerator with less impact on the signal-to-noise ratio 
degradation along the link. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Nonlinear amplitude transfer functions that achieved by the two NOLM units in the 
Conj-NOLM regenerator and the single-NOLM scheme, (b) normalized amplitude transfer 
curve of the Conj-NOLM regenerator and the optimized alphabets of 16-QAM signals. 

Figure 4(b) depicts the overall nonlinear transfer function of the Conj-NOLM regenerator. 
The transfer function has been normalized with respect to a line that crosses the plateau 
regions at the local-minimum slope points. The cross points L1, L2, L3 of the normalized 
amplitude transfer curve (ATF) and the Y = X line, labeled in Fig. 4(b), are the stationary 
points of this nonlinear transformation which in a cascaded operation should remain 
unchanged. Therefore, they should define the alphabet positions for an input 16-QAM signal. 
The green line in Fig. 4(b) depicts the calculated slope of the transfer function curve, defining 
for absolute values less than 1 the regenerative regions of our subsystem. These are shown by 
the three pink-colored areas A to C depicted with a more effective noise suppression being 
achieved at the center of each of them. 

4. Transmission link evaluation 

In this section we present the results of the performance evaluation of the Conj-NOLM 
regenerator in transmission link of N cascaded regenerative sections, see Fig. 5, and we 
compare with the bypass, i.e. un-regenerative case, and the case of using a mid-span OPC in 
the link. As we wanted to focus on the relative impact of the main transmission effects on the 
performance of our regenerator we considered two hypothetical transmission scenarios. In the 
first scenario we considered transmission in the linear regime by ignoring any nonlinearity in 
the fiber link and taking into account only the ASE noise generated by the optical amplifiers. 
In the second scenario, we took into account also the nonlinear phase distortion that is 
generated along the transmission system due to Kerr-effect induced signal-signal and signal-
noise interactions. No dispersion effects were taken into account, i.e. signal transmission 
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assumed in the zero-dispersion wavelength. The Conj-NOLM regenerator or the OPC module 
were placed in the middle of each of those section, whereas fiber spans before and after the 
regenerator introduced the nonlinear phase distortion of 28NL eff s sL P Pϕ γ= =  in which Ps was 

the instantaneous power of each symbol whereas the ASE noise was added separately at the 
input of each transmission fiber. 

 

Fig. 5. Transmission evaluation in the un-regenerative, the mid-span OPC and the Conj-
NOLM links. 

4.1. Impact of ASE only noise 

ASE noise is generated by EDFAs in the link and introduces both amplitude and phase 
distortions on the transmitted signal. The only effective way to mitigate this effect and extend 
the transmission reach is to suppress it through a nonlinear signal regeneration process [3–9]. 
Here we evaluate the capability of our proposed Conj-NOLM regenerator to provide 
transmission reach extension against ASE induced degradations for the case of 16-QAM 
signals. 

Following the approach of [18,19] the constellation shape of the input signal was 
optimized to meet the exact transfer function characteristics of our regenerator. That is, we 
shifted the amplitude levels of a rectangular 16-QAM according to the alphabets defined in 
the amplitude transfer curve, see the blue points L1 to L3 in Fig. 4(b). The obtained 
constellation diagram is depicted with dark points in the inset of Fig. 6(a). Subsequently, we 
launched the 16-QAM signal into a long-haul transmission link of N cascaded (regenerative 
or OPC only) sections and calculated the bit-error rate (BER) as a function of N. The ASE 
noise was modelled as additive white Gaussian noise of an average power level defined by a 
specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Figure 6(a) shows plots of the BER curve as we increase 
the number N of cascaded transmission sections, and assuming the same loaded noise of SNR 
= 25dB for each transmission section. When placing the Conj-NOLM subsystem in the 
middle of the transmission link it reduced substantially the noise accumulation and achieved a 
reach extension of up to 72.4% compared to the un-regenerative link at the FEC limit (BER = 
1.9⨯10−2). The use of a mid-span OPC link had the same performance with the un-
regenerative link case since the OPC is not introducing any suppression of the random noise. 
The inset of Fig. 6(a) shows also the corresponding constellations with and without the use of 
the proposed regenerator. Clear amplitude noise suppression is observed on multiple level 
without any extra phase distortion from the regenerator. The result confirms that the proposed 
Conj-NOLM scheme enables a phase-preserving multilevel amplitude regeneration 
performance in long-haul transmission links. 
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Fig. 6. (a) BER evolutions with the cascaded number N for the un-regenerative link, the mid-
span OPC link and the Conj-NOLM link; (b) dependence of the reach extension on the ASE 
noise strength. 

Moreover, we calculated the reach extension as a function of the noise strength, see Fig. 
6(b). The reach extension was improving for higher SNR levels due to the more efficient 
noise suppression achieved around the optimized alphabet points. Specifically, about 110% 
reach extension was calculated for SNR = 30dB. With the increase of the noise strength, the 
performance was degraded because of the limited noise-suppression efficiency of the 
regenerator. A linear fitting on the reach extension results revealed a 9% improvement per dB 
increase of the SNR. The transmission performance of the link can be even further improved 
by enabling also a phase noise suppression, e.g. through the use of phase sensitive amplifiers 
(PSAs) [20–22]. 

4.2. ASE noise and nonlinear phase distortion 

The next step was to consider, apart from the ASE noise, also the impact of Kerr nonlinearity 
in the transmission fiber. To this end, we considered the same ASE noise strength (SNR = 
25dB and N = 5) and kept a fixed launched optical power at 5dBm. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) 
depict the amplitude and phase histograms for the bypass, the mid-span OPC and the Conj-
NOLM cases, respectively. In Fig. 7(a), three discrete amplitude levels are observed for the 
Conj-NOLM link case, due to the achieved noise suppression at the corresponding signal 
levels. Moreover, we obtain the same phase results after the OPC link or the Conj-NOLM 
link, see Fig. 7(b), which is a clear evidence that the mid-span spectral inversion in the Conj-
NOLM regenerator performs also compensation of the accumulated phase distortion along the 
fibre transmission link. This suggest also that we can successfully combine the operations of 
the OPC and NOLM elements in a single subsystem. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase histograms of the un-regenerative, the OPC and the Conj-
NOLM cases, and (c) BERs vs. launched optical powers for the bypass, the OPC and the Conj-
NOLM cases, and constellations results obtained at 5dBm. 
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The transmission performance, characterized by BER vs. launched power, is depicted in 
Fig. 7(c). In the bypass case, the BER results degrade with launched optical powers due to the 
SPM-induced nonlinear phase distortion, and a BER of 1.9⨯10−2 is calculated for a launched 
power of 2.4dBm. Placing a mid-link OPC compensated the nonlinear distortion and enabled 
a BER improvement only at high launched power levels. When including the proposed Conj-
NOLM regenerator in the link, we can improve the BER results at all power points. This also 
allowed for an 8.5dB increase in the launched power, which can correspond to a significant 
improvement in the total transmission reach. The comparison of the constellation diagrams, 
taken at 5dBm, among the bypass, OPC and Conj-NOLM cases (Fig. 7(c) inset) further 
confirms this conclusion. We can see that the use of the regenerator enables a significant 
reduction of both amplitude and phase distortions. The slightly worse BER performance, 
observed for a very high launched power in the Conj-NOLM link, may be due to residual 
phase distortions in the NOLM units and accumulated in the long-haul transmission, which 
can be improved with the use of PSAs in the link. 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed a Conj-NOLM regenerator subsystem, which combines two NOLM units 
with an intermediate OPC stage, enabling a phase-preserving multilevel amplitude 
regeneration. The scheme can minimize the NOLM-induced phase distortion down to 8.8°, 
six times lower than previously reported single-NOLM based regenerator structures. 
Moreover, our scheme makes an effective utilization of the input signal power to enable 
multilevel noise suppression performance. By placing the Conj-NOLM in the transmission 
link, over 100% reach extension was achieved by suppressing the signal’s amplitude noise. 
When considering both of the ASE noise and the nonlinear phase distortion in the 
transmission link, the regenerator showed that it can reduce the amplitude and phase 
distortions enabling an 8.5dB increase in the launched power margin which suggests a 
significant improvement in terms of transmission reach. 
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